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YOU ARE
WELCOME

ABOUT  SHOGRAN
Shogran is one of Pakistan's most popular hill 
stations and tourist attractions. Shogran Valley is 
situated in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP), Pakistan, which 
is home to the well-known Kaghan Valley. Around 
7,749 feet rise above sea level is Shogran's elevation. 
It is located 34 kilometers (21 mi) away from Balakot. 
You’ll find the reflection of fairy meadows in the 
expanse of Siri Paye. Its temperate summertime 
environment makes it the ideal place to escape the 
scorching heat of Pakistan's plains. It offers 
everything you might want in a dream vacation. The 
nearby Siri Paya Meadows, a three-hour trek from 
Shogran, provide breathtaking views of the Himalayan 
Mountains and are  favorite camping spot for 
adventure lovers.
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TRAVELPAKISTANI
Travel Pakistani is a platform that brings 
hosts and customers together. It is a 
community of explorers and creative people 
who want to share their passion, knowledge 
& experience with others.

Travelpakistani is an online marketplace 
where tour operators and hosts can sell their 
tours directly to customers. You can select 
from hundreds of packages or request a 
customized tour based on your needs and 
budget.



Day 1

Day 2


 Wake up and Explore Surroundings in Shogran
 Departure for Siri Paye Meadows
 Transfer to  jeep or hike towards  Siri Paye Meadows
 Photography and sightseein
 Drive back to Shogran and then Kiwai
 Short stay there and back to Islamabad. .
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ITINERARY

1

2

4


 Start journey from Islamabad 
 Departure for Kiwai in the early morning
 Short Stay at Mansehra Expressway and Balakot
 Reach Kiwai 
 Short Stay at Kiwai Waterfall
 Transfer to jeep for Shogran. (30 min 
 Reach Shogran 
 Find Suitable hotel
 Explore Surrounding of Shogran with amazing views
 Overnight stay at Shogran.

  Departure for Shogran

Visit to Siri Paye Meadows
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ITINERARY MAP
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Kaghan Valley:

Balakot:

Siri paye Meadows:

Makra Peak:

Malkandi Forest:

PLACES TO VISITPLACES TO VISIT

Kaghan Valley is a beautiful and famous vacation place for tourists and travelers. Kaghan 
Valley is almost at 1 hour distance from Shogran Valley. Kaghan Valley is the best place to 
enjoy cool weather in the summer season. Kaghan Valley is a perfect destination for 
nature lovers and adventure seekers, offering breathtaking scenery, outdoor activities, and 
a peaceful retreat from city life. Kaghan Valley has a cool climate. Summers are pleasant, 
making it a popular escape from the heat.

 

Balakot, situated on the Kunhar River in Shogran Valley, is a bustling tourist hub offering a 
variety of accommodations, from luxury to budget options. Surrounded by lush green hills, 
the town offers breathtaking views and serves as a starting point for several trekking 
routes. The Kunhar River adds to the scenic charm with its clear, fast-flowing waters. The 
town has a range of hotels and guesthouses catering to tourists. Balakot has a moderate 
climate. Summers are pleasant, making it a popular destination for escaping the heat .

Just 7 km from the Shogran, Siri Paye, a popular attraction near Shogran, offers couples a 
tranquil escape from city life. The area features Lake Paye, where visitors can enjoy 
horseback riding. Situated at an altitude of 2380 meters above the Shogran Plateau, Siri 
Paye is a lush green meadow known for its fertility. Siri Paye is accessible from Shogran 
by a trekking route of approximately 6 to 7 kilometers. The trek takes about 3 to 4 hours, 
depending on your pace and the weather conditions. 

Kiwai, a charming village, serves as a stopover for travelers heading to Naran or Shogran. 
The picturesque Abshaar Cafe, situated by a beautiful waterfall, offers tourists a chance to 
dine, unwind, and admire the stunning Kiwai scenery. The crystal-clear water and lush 
green surroundings make it a popular attraction. Kiwai Waterfall is easily accessible by 
road. It is located along the main route to the Kaghan Valley, making it a frequent stop for 
tourists and travelers. The area around the waterfall is equipped with basic facilities for 
visitors.

Makra Peak, standing at 3,750 meters above sea level, is a popular destination in 
Shogran. The hike from Siri Paye basecamp takes about 7-8 hours. It's situated at the KP 
and AJK border and towers over nearby hills. Makra peak is also known as spider peak 
due to its resemblance to a spider web, it's perfect for hiking, trekking, and photography. 
Summer is the ideal time to visit, as winter snow makes hiking challenging. There are 
limited accommodation options available in Shogran and nearby villages like Paye. Many 
trekkers choose to camp overnight at the base of Makra Peak or at the summit to 
experience the beauty of the night sky and sunrise.

It is an adventurous place in Shogran for mountaineers. Malkandi Forest is best suited for 
adults due to its adventurous activities like hiking and trekking through dense woods. 
While the forest boasts beautiful aesthetics, particularly in autumn, it's not recommended 
for children due to the presence of leopards and black bears. As you ascend, encounters 
with wildlife become more frequent.
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Kiwai waterfall:



HOTELS
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Cedarwood Hotel and Resort in Shogran offers a tranquil escape in the stunning Kaghan Valley of Pakistan. Surrounded by 
tall cedar trees and offering breathtaking views, it's the perfect spot for a serene vacation amidst nature's beauty.

HOTELS

Tourist Inn Hotel Shogran

Beautiful and Wonderful location, extravagant breath-taking views from any angle of your desire. Rooms are clean and well 
equipped. Rooms have private balconies. You have great view of the mountains from all sides. The atmosphere in the alpine 
is awesome, and the food is good. It's worth visiting the place in Nathiagali.

Pine Park Hotel & Resort
Escape to Pine Park Hotel and Resort, nestled in Shogran Valley's heart, where luxury meets nature. Their rooms, suites, and 
cottages seamlessly blend modern comfort with natural beauty, offering stunning views of lush forests and majestic 
mountains. Experience the perfect retreat from daily life amidst Northern Pakistan's picturesque landscapes.

Cedarwood Resort    



HOTELS
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The hotel is located at the centre of Shogran such that almost everything is in nearby walking distance. Rooms were neat & 
tidy, totally up to the mark. Enjoy stunning mountain views from our hotel terrace and indulge in breakfast amidst the 
orchard, surrounded by lambs, for a raw and natural experience.

HOTELS

Green Park Hotel Shogran
The hotel in Shogran offers accommodation with a garden, terrace, and restaurant. Guests enjoy room service and a 24-hour 
front desk. All rooms feature a balcony, private bathroom with shower, free toiletries, and slippers, as well as a wardrobe and 
flat-screen TV.

Lalazar Family Resort



HOTELS
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Best restaurants for food in Shogran

Markhor Cafe : 
Café in Shogran offer a variety of options ranging from hot and cold beverages like tea, coffee, and 
fresh juices to light snacks such as sandwiches, pakoras (fritters), and cookies. Cafe may also 
serve traditional Pakistani dishes and desserts alongside continental options.

Khyber Contentintal Restaurant shogran
Lovely taste and good environment. Enjoye good food with your friends and family at 
Shogran,Shogran where visitors can enjoy traditional Pakistani dishes such as biryani, barbecue, 
and chapati. These eateries often offer simple but delicious meals at affordable prices in this 
resturant.

Aashiana Holiday Resort & Restaurant
Aashiana Holiday Resort & Restaurant in Shogran serves up delicious food made with fresh, local 
ingredients. You can enjoy a range of dishes from both the local cuisine and international 
favorites. Plus, you get to dine with a stunning view of the mountains and valleys around you. It's 
a fantastic culinary experience in a beautiful setting!

It's a lovely spot with reasonable prices. The restaurant serves delicious food at fair prices. It's 
situated near Manshee Peak, which you can see from the front window. Manshee Breeze Hotel in 
Shogran stands as a picturesque retreat amidst the captivating landscapes of Mansehra, 
Pakistan. Surrounded by lush greenery and towering mountains, this charming hotel offers a 
serene haven for travelers seeking tranquility and adventure. Strategically located, Manshee 
Breeze Hotel serves as an ideal base for exploring the natural beauty and cultural richness of 
Shogran and its surrounding areas. 

Manshee Breeze Hotel & Chinese Restaurant



Embrace The
Great Outdoor

HOTELSActivities

Find Your Next Adventure in Shogran

Camping in Shogran, especially in Siri 
Paye, lets you spend the night under the 
stars, enjoying nature and tranquility.
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Hiking/Trekking

Horse Riding

Jeep safari
Take a jeep ride from Shogran to Siri Paye. 
The journey lasts about an hour on the 
mountain road, allowing you to enjoy the 
bumpy ride. 

Hiking and trekking in Shogran offer a chance to explore beautiful 
scenery, forests, and trails. Enjoy nature and fresh mountain air with 
short hikes to viewpoints and small waterfalls.

The best way to explore the lush green 
meadows is by riding a horse.

Siri Paye Meadows is a must-see in 
Shogran. The 3-4 hour walk is 
manageable, but start early to return 
before dark.

Camping

Trek to Siri Paye



Get in Touch

sales@travelpakistani.com

Rajput Arcade Office 1 & 8 2nd Floor
Pakistan Town Phase II, Islamabad

+92 314 5681728 
+92 310 5660406


